BASKETBALL TEAM WINS THIRD STRAIGHT GAME

VARSITY CAGERS TAKE EASY GAME WITH PRATT INST.

Rough But Satisfying Game
To Spectators—Yearlings
Beat Exeter Team

HARRISON OUTSTANDING

In a rough and tumble basketball game, the Technology five was the victor over the Pratt five yesterday, 17 to 10, in front of a large and enthusiastic crowd at the Hangar Gym.

At the start of the game it looked as though 17 points would be a comfortable margin, but the Pratt five was able to turn the score to 10 to 7 at the half.

The Pratt team was led by Mr. George A. Perley, a former member of the Institute basketball team, who scored eight points on two field goals and two free throws. The Technology team was led by Mr. J. C. Peters, Jr., who scored 12 points on four field goals and two free throws.

REQUIREMENTS TO BE STIFFENED; WILL DROP LAGGARDS

Assistant at Electrical Department Colloquium

Overcrowding of Institute May Make it Necessary to Raise Scholarship Standards

700 ALUMNI AT DINNER

Before the third largest Technology Alumni dinner in the history of the Institute, Mr. J. C. Peters, Jr., the head of the Central Technical School, made the statement that due to the fast rate of enrollment in the last two years, the Institute is in danger of being overburdened. This is a situation that will have to be alleviated by a raising of the scholarship standards.

HOCKEY TEAM WILL END SEASON WITH BROWN U.

Engineer Assists In Demonstration At E. E. Colloquium

Measurements Will Be Topic Of Today's Electrical Colloquium

Recently an instructor in Electrical Engineering and Graduate student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mr. J. C. Peters, Jr., of the Research Department staff of the Local and Northern Company, will assist Mr. J. C. Peters, Jr. and Mr. George A. Perley of last year's community in the presentation of an Electrical Knights recital, this afternoon, which will be given on the occasion of the promotion of students from 2 o'clock to 3:30 o'clock.

Mr. J. C. Peters, Jr.

EXPECT BROWN MEN TO PRESENT STRONG TEAM AGAINST M.I.T.

Beach, Halpin, Penn Hall and Horace Ford Play Last Games Here

GAME AT PROVIDENCE

Three veterans will play their last games with the Brown five today, as the team looks for its first victory of the season.

In a rough and tumble basketball game, the Technology team will have its first chance to turn the tables on the Institute team, which has won its previous two games.

2ND STATION WINS PRIZE

Demonstration At New Hampshire to Aid

Overcrowding of Institute May Make it Necessary to Raise Scholarship Standards

M. I. T. Army Team Has Guarded

Dance Friday

BEAM TEAM MEETS TEMPLE, BOWDING

Technology Competes With Two Teams in Walker

With a record of two victories and two defeats, the Technology team meets Temple and Bowdinger in two meets next month in Walker Gym.

The program will feature the usual field-goal game, in which each team attempts to make a goal by shooting a ball through a hoop, and the Tech team will have to score at least one goal to win.

Mr. George A. Perley, former captain of the Tech team, will return to the fold as the team's leading scorer.

BEACON HILL HOUSE HOSTS CONCERTS

Concerts are to be held at the Beacon Hill House in the evenings of the coming week.

The concerts will feature music by the Technology Concert Band and the Tech Chorus. The concerts will be open to the public and the admission will be free.

FAIR ENDS

The New Hampshire Agricultural Society Fair ended yesterday with a grand finale of music and dancing.

The fair was attended by thousands of people who enjoyed the various attractions, including horse shows, cattle shows, and a variety of food stands.

The fair was sponsored by the New Hampshire Agricultural Society, which is dedicated to promoting agricultural education and development in the state.
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